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Inline html stylesheet

By Robert Godard Lightbox is a web design tool that shows a small box that shows content such as images or text in it that appears in the middle of the screen when a link is clicked. There are many variations of creating a lightbox, and most of them require that some javascript be used. However, there is a way to create a lightbox effect
on your website using HTML code only. Open a text editor such as Notepad or TextEdit. Enter the CSS code in the header section of your page. First type Type in the main section of your website. Defines the content you want to display in your Lightbox. Each html can be inserted here. Add a Close button to your light box by typing Close
into the contents of your Lightbox. Link to the Lightbox by typing Click Replace Click here with the text you want for your link. Save your file. You have now created a Lightbox with only HTML. An important principle in web design is the idea of using HTML elements to indicate what they actually are, rather than how they can appear in the
browser by default. This is known as the use of semantic HTML. Semantic HTML or semantic marking is HTML that introduces meaning for the web page rather than just presentation. For example, a &lt;p&gt;tag indicates that the attached text is a paragraph. This is both semantic and presentational because people know what paragraphs
are and browsers know how to display them. On the other side of this equation, tags such as anduse for your samples. You can do all these things easily using semantic markup and cleverly applied CSS. When you use semantic tags to convey meaning instead of for presentation purposes, make sure you don't misuse them, simply for
their general display properties. Some of the most commonly used semantic tags are: blockquote - Some people use the &lt;blockquote&gt; tag for indenting text that is not a quote. This is because blockquotes have jumped in by default. To simply indent text that isn't a block quote, use CSS margins instead.p - Some web editors use
&lt;p&gt;(a non-breaking space in a paragraph) to add extra space between page elements, instead of defining actual paragraphs for that page's text. As in the previous example, you should instead use the margin or padding style property to add space. ul — As with, enclosing text in a&lt;/blockquote&gt;The text seems shapeless, without
the color, tables, formatting, lists, and headings that make it easier to read. Knowing what HTML is, how it came about, and how the markup language was constructed shows the amazing versatility of this basic website architecture and how it remains an important part of how we view the web. HTML is spoken with every letter
pronounced, such as aitch-tee-em-el. HTML was created in 1991 by Tim Berners-Lee, the official creator and founder of what we now know as the World Wide Web. Berners-Lee formulated the idea of sharing information, no matter where a computer was located through the use of hyperlinks, HTTP (a communication protocol for web
servers and users), and the unified resource locator (URL) (a streamlined address system for every web page on the Internet). New versions of HTML have been released, the latter being HTML5. It is published as a W3C Recommendation. HTML is a combination of text, such as what you see when you read this article, and items called
tags. HTML tags are words or abbreviations surrounded by corner brackets ( &lt; and=&gt; ), as in the image above. The web browser uses HTML tags to know how to view each item on the web page. If a block of text is surrounded by a tag that is meant to create paragraphs, the browser understands that that text should appear as a
paragraph. The same applies to the header area of the page and the body of the web page, both of which also have associated tags. Additional HTML tags can describe the color of an image's text or position, display bulleted or numbered items, link to other web pages, and bold, underline, or organize text into a table. HTML is also useful
for writing symbols and embedding images, videos, and forms directly on a web page. All HTML tags are written as pairs, so the browser knows exactly which text the tag applies to. An HTML tag should always include both start and end markers, as follows: readers of &lt;tag&gt;the web page&lt;/tag&gt;with content don't see these tags,
however, because they are really just instructions for the browser to interpret. Take, for example, the headline below, How to learn html. That text is all you see, but the hidden code that directs the way the text appears contains &lt;h3&gt; En &lt; HTML is known to be one of the easiest computer languages to learn because a lot of it is
readable by humans. You can start writing your own HTML web pages using a regular text editor, but there are also dedicated HTML editors that might do the job better. One of the most popular places to learn HTML online is W3Schools. You can find tons of examples of various HTML elements and even apply those concepts with hands-
on exercises and HTML quizzes. There's information on formatting, CSS, JavaScript, file paths, tag attributes, symbols, colors, forms, and more. Codecademy and Khan Academy are two other free HTML resources worth checking out. out. html= is= known= to= be= one= of= the= easiest= computer= languages= to= learn= because= a=
lot= of= it= is= readable= by= humans.= you= can= start= writing= your= own= html= web= pages= using= a= regular= text= editor,= but= there= are= also= dedicated= html= editors= that= might= do= the= job= better.= one= of= the= most= popular= places= to= learn= html= online= is= w3schools.= you= can= find= tons= of= examples=
of= various= html= elements= and= even= apply= those= concepts= with= hands-on= exercises= and= html= quizzes.= there's= information= on= formatting,= comments,= css,= javascript,= file= paths,= tag= attributes,= symbols,= colors,= forms,= and= more.= codecademy= and= khan= academy= are= two= other= free= html=
resources= worth= checking= out.= out.=&gt;&lt;/ HTML is known to be one of the easiest computer languages to learn because a lot of it is readable by humans. You can start writing your own HTML web pages using a regular text editor, but there are also dedicated HTML editors that might do the job better. One of the most popular
places to learn HTML online is W3Schools. You can find tons of examples of various HTML elements and even apply those concepts with hands-on exercises and HTML quizzes. There's information on formatting, comments, CSS, JavaScript, file paths, tag attributes, symbols, colors, forms, and more. Codecademy and Khan Academy
are two other free HTML resources worth checking out. out. &gt;&lt;/h3&gt; &gt;&lt;/h3&gt;
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